INTRODUCTION

Communication depends on the ability to go beyond the literal meaning of what is said and draw inferences about what the speaker intended to convey. If one goes to a zoo, and the zookeeper says, 'Some of the animals are safe to pet', one must be able to interpret this correctly as 'Some and not all of the animals are safe to pet' if one values one's limbs. According to Grice (1975, 1989), adults can compute these non-literal meanings because they assume that conversational partners must work together to further the goals of the conversation (the Cooperative Principle). To do so, communicators must obey a set of conversational principles or maxims. The above example relies on the maxim of quantity, which states that a speaker in a conversation should give as much information as needed. Given that the statement 'All of the animals are safe to pet' would have given greater relevant information if true (and since the exchange is presumed to be cooperative), the listener infers that the choice of the less-informative statement implies that the zookeeper is not in a position to offer the more-informative statement—either because the zookeeper does not know for a fact that such a statement is true or more likely (given the zookeeper's expertise) because the zookeeper knows that it is not true. This inference is known as a scalar implicature.

Scalar implicatures rely on a comparison of a lexical item to a stronger alternative that the speaker could have used but did not (Grice, 1989). In the zoo example, the lexical alternatives 'some' and 'all' form a scale ordered in terms of logical strength (Horn, 1972, 1989). 'All of the animals are safe to pet' is the stronger alternative because it entails the weaker alternative 'Some of the animals are safe to pet', but not vice versa. In order to compute an implicature, the listener must be able to access this logically ordered scale (in addition to quantifiers, modals and numerals are other examples of logical scales; Horn, 1989; Levinson, 2000). In other cases, scalar implicatures rely on ad hoc scales that depend upon context-specific information (Hirschberg, 1985). For example, if a tiger, a llama, and a goat are in pens, and a zoo visitor is told, 'The llama and the goat
are safe to pet,' the implication arises that the tiger is not safe to pet. Following the previous logic, given that the statement 'The tiger, the llama, and the goat are safe to pet' would have given greater relevant information if true, the listener infers through the choice of the less-informative statement that the tiger is not safe to pet.

Adults successfully derive scalar implicatures, although it has been argued that scalar implicature derivation requires cognitive processing resources (de Neys & Schaeken, 2007; Marty, Chemla, & Spector, 2013) and might involve lengthier processing time compared with literal sentences (Huang & Snedeker, 2009a; although see Grodner, Klein, Carbay, & Tanenhaus, 2010; Foppolo & Marelli, 2017; also Degen & Tanenhaus, 2015). Children, however, often struggle to grasp the subtleties of these hidden intended meanings (Chierchia, Crain, Guasti, Gualmini, & Meroni, 2001; Foppolo, Guasti, & Chierchia, 2012; Guasti et al., 2005; Huang & Snedeker, 2009b; Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; among others): For instance, 5-year-olds—unlike adults—judge that the sentence 'Some of the horses jumped over the fence' is a good description of an event in which all of the horses jumped over the fence, even though the sentence is underinformative (Papafragou & Musolino, 2003). Children's performance improves in paradigms in which they are given more nuanced response choices beyond a binary judgement (Katsos & Bishop, 2011), when relevant scalar alternatives are made more easily accessible (Barner, Brooks, & Bale, 2011; Skordos & Papafragou, 2016; Stillier, Goodman, & Frank, 2015), or when task demands are simplified (Pouscoulous, Noveck, Politzer, & Bastide, 2007).

An open issue in the field is the extent to which children are able to both appraise and sensitively adapt to information about the speaker during scalar pragmatic reasoning. Under broadly Gricean accounts, the hearer needs to engage in a rich computational process that takes into account the speaker's communicative intentions given his/her goals and knowledge state (see, e.g., Carston, 1998; Geurts, 2010; Horn, 1972; Sauerland, 2004, 2012; Sperber & Wilson, 1986; see also Chierchia, 2006; Chierchia, Fox, & Spector, 2012 for alternative accounts). Accordingly, Gricean approaches predict that hearers filter the interpretation of scalar terms through the speaker's perspective: The use of a weaker scalar term such as some may lead to the inference that the speaker lacks stronger knowledge or (if the speaker is an expert, as in the earlier zookeeper example), the inference that the stronger term does not hold, as far as the speaker knows (Geurts, 2010; Horn, 1972; Sauerland, 2004). Evidence from both eye tracking (Breheny, Ferguson, & Katsos, 2013) and reading times (Bergen & Grodner, 2012) during online comprehension suggests that adults take into account speaker knowledge during the derivation of scalar implicatures. In a recent demonstration, adult comprehenders judged underinformative sentences more leniently when the sentences belonged to non-native compared with native speakers, presumably because non-native speakers know less about the lexical resources in a language (Fairchild & Papafragou, 2018). For children, however, sensitivity to speaker knowledge is still an unsettled topic.

Available experimental evidence suggests that children are not able to incorporate information about a speaker’s epistemic state into the derivation of scalar implicatures before the age of five, and even then, performance is highly fragile (Barner, Hochstein, Rubenson, & Bale, 2018; Hochstein, Bale, Fox, & Barner, 2016; Papafragou, Friedberg, & Cohen, 2018). In a study by Papafragou et al. (2018), children were presented with videos of two observers, one with full knowledge of an event that occurred (e.g., a girl coloring a star) and one who fell asleep part way through. They then heard either a more-informative or a less-informative statement describing the event (e.g., ‘The girl colored some/all of the star’) and had to attribute the statement to either the limited-knowledge or the full-knowledge observer. According to the maxim of quantity, only a knowledgeable observer had sufficient evidence to assert the more-informative statement, and only a speaker who lacked knowledge was justified in uttering a less-informative statement. Both 4- and 5-year-olds succeeded with more-informative statements, but only 5-year-olds performed above chance on less-informative statements (and even then, accuracy hovered around 60%). These results persisted when the quantifiers were replaced with ad hoc scales. In a later manipulation which removed the epistemic component, 4-year-olds’ performance improved. Similarly, in two recent studies (Barner et al., 2018; Hochstein et al., 2016), children were presented with two action figures, one blindfolded and one with full visual access. The action figures watched as an animal stole an object and announced ‘Look, an orange and a banana! Look what I’m taking!’ and were asked what happened. Barner et al. (2018) found that 4-year-old children presented with disjunctive sentences (e.g., ‘He took an orange or a banana’) failed to compute non-scalar ‘ignorance’ implicatures (i.e., they failed to match the disjunctive statement to the blindfolded speaker and thus to reason that only a speaker who lacks knowledge is pragmatically justified in producing a disjunctive statement), despite succeeding in a matched ad hoc implicature task in which the epistemic aspect was removed. Barner et al. (2018) concluded that 4-year-olds have substantial difficulty with the epistemic aspects of implicature derivation and even potentially compute scalar implicatures in the absence of epistemic reasoning (cf. Hochstein, Bale, & Barner, 2018).

However, there may be another explanation for these failures. In the studies just reviewed, children had to watch lengthy scenarios while tracking the epistemic state of multiple speakers and the actions of multiple agents. These high task-specific cognitive processing
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demands may have masked 4-year-olds’ ability to incorporate epistemic state into scalar implicature derivation (see Papafragou et al., 2018 for discussion of this possibility, also Poussoulous et al., 2007). Additionally, Barner et al. (2018) argument that 4-year-olds compute scalar implicatures in the absence of epistemic reasoning hinges on the assumption that the ignorance implicature task in which children fail is minimally different (and only in terms of epistemic computations) from the ad hoc scalar implicature task that children pass. However, the differences may not be minimal; children have been shown to struggle with disjunction (Singh, Wexler, Astle-Rahim, Kamawar, & Fox, 2016; although see Tieu, Romoli, Zhou, & Crain, 2015), and it may not be clear to children that the ignorant speaker (who is blindfolded) would have enough information to produce even a disjunctive statement (‘He took a carrot or a banana’). Thus, the question of whether children can incorporate speaker perspective into scalar implicature derivation needs to be examined further.

Children’s sensitivity to speaker knowledge during pragmatic comprehension bears on broader debates over the extent to which children are able to flexibly adapt to the perspective of a communicative partner, with some commentators claiming that children remain egocentric and inflexible until late in development (Davies & Katsos, 2010; Epley, Morewedge, & Keysar, 2004; Girbau, 2001; Perner & Leekam, 1986; Piaget, 1970; Shatz, 1980), and others arguing that children display sophisticated adaptations to others at early ages (Bahtiyar & Küntay, 2009; Matthews, Lieven, Theakston, & Tomasello, 2006; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; O’Neill, 1996; see Grigoroglou & Papafragou, 2018, 2019, for a review). Similarly, some researchers have argued that children rely on social reasoning of a Gricean character in word learning (Akhtar, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 1996; Baldwin, 1993a, 1993b; Carpenter, Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth, & Moore, 1998; Clark, 1990; Diesendruck, Markson, Akhtar, & Reudor, 2004; Southgate, Chevallier, & Csibra, 2010), while others have challenged the proposal that word learning requires Gricean reasoning (de Marchena, Eigsti, Worek, Ono, & Snedeker, 2011; Preisliker & Carey, 2005; Regier, 2005).

Here, across three experiments, we asked whether 4- and 5-year-olds are able to assess and sensitively adapt to a speaker’s knowledge state during pragmatic reasoning using a novel task. Our task, inspired by paradigms developed to study reference and other communicative phenomena in the visual world (e.g., Nadig & Sedivy, 2002), was designed to simplify the cognitive demands of previous tasks: It established the speaker’s knowledge state through visual access to a simple, static display as opposed to a complex, dynamic event, and provided a clear conversational goal. Children were presented with either a more-informative or a less-informative statement about the contents of a box. The statements formed an ad hoc scale ordered in terms of logical strength: The more-informative statement (stronger alternative) mentioned both of the objects in a box, while the less-informative statement (weaker alternative) mentioned only one of them, and children had to decide which one of two possible boxes a speaker was describing. The speaker had complete visual access to the contents of one box (and hence complete knowledge) but only partial visual access to the contents of the second box (hence partial knowledge); crucially, the boxes did not differ from the participant’s perspective. We expected, following the logic of Papafragou et al. (2018), that, if children and adults derive pragmatic inferences using a Gricean approach, they should use epistemic reasoning to link the more-informative statement to the speaker under conditions of complete knowledge and the less-informative statement to the speaker under conditions of partial knowledge. If children are inflexible or insensitive to the speaker’s perspective, they would be expected to choose between the boxes at chance or rely on other potential biases (perhaps a preference for the fully knowledgeable speaker; see, e.g., Hochstein et al., 2016; Ozturk & Papafragou, 2016). Evidence that young children and adults could both assess a speaker’s epistemic state and use that assessment to interpret scalar statements would support a mentalistic model of implicature computation and contribute to the broader conclusion that children incorporate the speaker’s perspective when interpreting utterances in context.

In Experiment 1, we used this paradigm to ask whether 4- and 5-year-old children consult a speaker’s epistemic state in interpreting scalar statements. In Experiment 2, we extended this method to explore how explicit presentation of alternatives impacts the youngest children in our sample. Finally, in Experiment 3, we adapted this paradigm into a non-linguistic task to probe the mechanisms underlying epistemic pragmatic inference in children.

## EXPERIMENT 1

### Methods

#### Participants

Twenty-six 4-year-olds ($M_{\text{age}} = 4;6$, range: 4;0–4;11, and 13 female) and twenty-six 5-year-olds ($M_{\text{age}} = 5;5$, range: 5;0–5;11, and 17 female) participated. Children were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools and the Delaware Children’s Museum in Wilmington, DE. An additional ten children contributed data but were excluded for failing preliminary tests (see Procedure for criteria). A control group of twenty-six adult participants was also tested. Adult participants were recruited with a HIT (human intelligence task) posting on MTurk. No age or gender data were collected for this sample.

#### Procedure

For child participants, the experiment began with an introductory phase designed to familiarize them with the types of displays used in the main task. Participants were first presented with a single photograph on a computer screen (Figure 1, panel 1). The photograph depicted a girl sitting across from and facing out toward the participant. In front of her was a cardboard box with two vertical compartments. The compartment to the left (from the participant’s viewpoint) was see through and empty. The compartment to the right contained an
object (a teacup) but was blocked so that only the participant but not the girl could see its contents.

The children were told that the girl in the photograph was the experimenter’s friend Danielle, and she had a special box in front of her. The children were then asked whether they themselves could look through the two parts of the box (‘Can you look through this side?’), and if not, why not. (For the blocked compartment, the children typically said no and mentioned that it was closed or blocked.) Children were asked whether they thought Danielle could look through the blocked side (‘Do you think she can look through that one?’ <pointing>). The children were then asked whether Danielle knew about the item in the blocked compartment (‘Does she know there’s a teacup there?’). No feedback was given, but the response was recorded and used for exclusions, as will be explained later.

All participants then completed two pretest trials (Figure 1, panels 2 and 3). In each trial, two photographs were shown side by side. One photograph showed Danielle and a limited-access box similar to the introduction phase; the other showed Danielle and a full-access box where both compartments were unobstructed. One photograph appeared on screen, followed by the other one after 2 s, as the experimenter explained the task (presentation order/side of the screen for the limited-access box photograph was counterbalanced across participants). Participants were told that they were going to play a game with the boxes. The experimenter explained that Danielle would look at each box and, pointing to each side of the boxes, reminded children whether it was open so that Danielle could look through it or closed so that she could not. Participants were told that Danielle was going to talk about just one of the boxes, and they had to decide which box she was talking about. After this explanation ended (and both photographs had stayed up for 2 s), children heard a recorded sentence from a female speaker and were asked, ‘Which box is she talking about?’ Both photographs remained on screen until children responded. The two boxes had different contents, so the sentence unambiguously described one of them. For instance, in pretest trial 1, the full-access box had a book and a cup, the limited-access box had a penguin and a doll, and the sentence was ‘I see a book and a cup’. In pretest trial 2, the full-access box had two objects, but the limited-access box only had an object in the blocked compartment, and nothing in the open compartment. The sentence was as follows: ‘I see nothing’. One 4-year-old and two 5-year-olds failed both pretest trials and were excluded.

Participants then completed 8 test trials. The setup was the same as the pretest trials. However, the contents of the boxes within a trial were identical (e.g., a spoon and a bowl; Figure 2), and only one of the objects in the limited-access box was visible to the experimenter’s friend (here, the spoon). There were two within-subject conditions (More-Informative, Less-Informative) depending on whether children heard a more-informative statement mentioning both objects (e.g., ‘I see a spoon and a bowl’) or a less-informative statement mentioning only one object—the one that remained visible to the speaker in the limited-access box but was actually present in the other box too (e.g., ‘I see a spoon’). Participants were again asked, ‘Which box is she talking about?’

For test trials 1–4, the girl in the photographs was Danielle; for trials 5–8, the girl in the photographs was Julia, another friend of the experimenter’s that was introduced for variety (the prerecorded statements had a different female voice for Julia). Participants were given 4 more-informative and 4 less-informative test sentences in a mixed order, always beginning with a more-informative one. This trial order was chosen given previous evidence that children benefit from trial orders which present stronger (more-informative) relevant alternatives first (Skordos & Papafragou, 2016; see also Barner et al., 2011; Stiller et al., 2015). Two presentation lists were created; assignment of statements corresponding to each condition (More-Informative, Less-Informative) to trials was counterbalanced across lists. The position of the limited-access box photograph across trials was also counterbalanced within each list. Statements had neutral stress (i.e., ‘I see a spoon’ and not ‘I see a SPOON’).

To introduce Julia and to remind children of the critical properties of the boxes, after the first 4 test trials, children were presented with a reminder trial and questions modeled after the initial box introduction phase. The trial included a photograph of a new friend, Julia, and a limited-access box with only one object (a blue plastic cup in the blocked compartment). As in the box introduction phase, children were asked whether they could look through each side of the limited-access box and whether Julia could look through the blocked side (for the importance of such reminders of the visual properties of the display, see Nadig & Sedivy, 2002). No feedback was given. We also asked whether Julia knew about the contents of the blocked compartment (‘Does she know there’s a cup there?’). Children who replied ‘yes’ to this question in both the box introduction and this reminder phase were excluded on the basis that...
they did not understand the nature of the limited-access box ($N = 6$ 4-year-olds, 1 5-year-old).

### 2.1.3 Predictions

Two patterns should emerge if participants could successfully incorporate the perspective and knowledge of the speaker into their responses on test trials, in line with a Gricean model of pragmatic inference. In the More-Informative condition, they should take the statement (e.g., 'I see a spoon and a bowl') to describe the full-access box (and thus belong to the fully knowledgeable speaker), because the girl could not see the bowl in the limited-access box. In the Less-Informative condition, they should take the statement (e.g., 'I see a spoon') to describe the limited-access box (and thus belong to the limited-knowledge speaker) because it would be underinformative under these circumstances for the full-knowledge speaker to only mention one object instead of both. Notice that these responses on both conditions presuppose sensitivity to speaker knowledge since from the participant's perspective both boxes have identical, visible contents. If children failed to consider the speaker's perspective, they were expected to respond at chance or rely on other potential biases (e.g., a preference for knowledgeable speakers; see also Hochstein et al., 2016; Ozturk & Papafragou, 2016).

### 2.2 Coding

Correct responses involved selecting the full-access box in the More-Informative condition and the limited-access box in the Less-Informative condition. Participants were given a mean accuracy score between 0 and 1 for each condition. In the critical Less-Informative...
condition, most participants (72 out of 78; 92.3%) had scores of either 0 or 1, and an additional 4 (5.1%; combined 97.4%) had scores of either 0.25 or 0.75. Thus, for each condition, participants with a mean score equal to or greater than 0.75 were designated as passers and those with a mean score equal to or lower than 0.25 as failers. Any participant with a score of 0.50 was also designated as a failer, even though this response type was vanishingly low across all studies.

2.3 | Results

A logistic mixed effects model with condition (More-Informative and Less-Informative) and age (4, 5, adult) as fixed variables and with subject and item as random factors could not converge because of the almost total lack of variance in the data (Eager & Roy, 2017). Non-parametric tests were thus conducted on the data.

Adults and 5-year-olds performed at ceiling in this task (see Table 1). Fisher’s exact test revealed no significant differences in performance between adults and 5-year-olds in either condition. Even in 4-year-olds, an exact test of goodness of fit showed that the number of passers in both the More-Informative and the Less-Informative condition was significantly different from the expected ratio due to chance (More-Informative: \( p = .002 \), Less-Informative: \( p = .029 \)). Furthermore, Fisher’s exact test revealed no significant differences between 4-year-olds and either adults or 5-year-olds in the More-Informative condition (\( p = 1 \) for all comparisons; Bonferroni correction). The same test did indicate a significant difference between 4-year-olds and adults (\( p = .01 \)) and a marginally significant difference between 4-year-olds and 5-year-olds (\( p = .05 \)) in the Less-Informative condition. For 4-year-olds, performance on the More-Informative condition was marginally better compared with the Less-Informative condition (Fisher’s exact test, \( p = .05 \), 2-tailed).

2.4 | Discussion

Experiment 1 investigated whether 4- and 5-year-old children are able to incorporate epistemic reasoning into the derivation of scalar inferences. Results suggest that children are capable of this type of complex pragmatic reasoning; in a simple task using a novel paradigm inspired by referential communication tasks in the visual world, both 4- and 5-year-olds were able to successfully interpret statements of different informational strength in accordance with the knowledge state of the speaker. In fact, 5-year-olds performed at an adult-like level in this new task. The findings of the present study lower prior estimates of the age at which children display the ability to take the epistemic step during scalar inference derivation (Hochstein et al., 2016; Papafragou et al., 2018)—and are consistent with other studies with very simple paradigms that show an ability to compute scalar inferences (without special attention to the epistemic component) at young ages (Stiller et al., 2015).

The present data raise two possible issues. First, there are different varieties of scalar implicature depending on the specificity of the alternative that is being negated (see Geurts, 2010). For example, a statement such as ‘I see a spoon’ could be interpreted to mean either ‘I see a spoon and nothing else’ or ‘I see a spoon and not a bowl’, depending on whether the speaker had access to the more-informative alternative (among other possible factors). In our task, the limited-knowledge speaker did not know the context-specific more-informative alternative (although the child did), and thus, the less-informative statement could only be interpreted as conveying a ‘nothing else’ implicature (see the adult data in Breheny et al., 2013 for this type of inference). However, in most prior developmental studies where 4-year-old children derived ad hoc scalar implicatures successfully (Barner et al., 2011, 2018; Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004), the speaker had full access to the contextual set of alternatives and thus the more-informative alternative could be taken to be negated. It would be valuable to setup a context with explicitly presented contextual alternatives to better compare 4-year-olds’ inferences to previous tasks. Second, while adults and 5-year-olds performed at ceiling, 4-year-olds did not; the majority displayed very successful pragmatic inference, but some 4-year-olds relied on some other strategy (e.g., choosing the full-knowledge speaker for all trials). Further examination of performance within this age group could provide a clearer picture of pragmatic development. In Experiment 2, we addressed both of these issues.

3 | EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we replicated Experiment 1 but introduced a conversational context such that the test sentences (‘I see a spoon and a bowl’, ‘I see a spoon’) were now the response to a question from a conversational partner (‘What do you see in the box? Do you see a spoon and a bowl?’). By providing a response to an overt question under discussion (QUD; see Roberts, 1996, 2004; cf. Stalnaker,
1979) that explicitly invoked the stronger alternative, we increased the likelihood that the speaker would be taken to negate a specific stronger alternative (i.e., ‘I see a spoon and not a bowl’). Furthermore, we focused exclusively on 4-year-old participants and divided them into younger and older subgroups to gain a clearer picture of scalar implicature development at this age.

3.1 | Methods

3.1.1 | Participants

Forty 4-year-olds contributed data; they were divided into a younger group (N = 20, M_age = 4;3, range: 4;0–4;5, 13 female) and an older group (N = 20, M_age = 4;9, range: 4;6–4;11, 15 female). Children were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools and the Delaware Children’s Museum in Wilmington, DE. An additional six children participated recruited from Newark (DE) preschools and the Delaware Children’s Museum in Wilmington, DE. An additional six children participated but were excluded from data analyses for failing to meet inclusionary criteria (see Procedure). A control group of twenty adult participants (M_age = 29.1, range: 22–35, 12 female) was also tested. Adult participants were recruited with a HIT (human intelligence task) posting on MTurk.

3.1.2 | Procedure

Experiment 2 used the same stimuli and basic procedure as Experiment 1 but with the addition of a new character (as well as some smaller changes detailed below). As before, during the box introduction phase, participants were familiarized with the limited-access box and were told that they would play a game with boxes. For the pretest trials, they were shown two photographs with Danielle and the limited-access versus full-access box. They were told that Danielle would look at both boxes, ‘pick’ one of them, and they would have to ‘figure out which box she picked.’ At that point, the experimenter said, ‘Let’s see if someone can help us!’ A small clipart pig appeared below the photographs in the middle of the screen. The experimenter greeted the character (‘Hello, Wilbur!’) and Wilbur (through a prerecorded message) responded ‘Hello’. The experimenter then asked: ‘Wilbur, can you ask Danielle some questions to help us figure out which box she picked?’ Wilbur agreed, then turned to face the pictures, as if talking to Danielle, and asked her, ‘Danielle, what do you see in the box? Do you see a basket?’—‘I see a book’. The structure of these pretest trials, and Wilbur’s incorrect guess in pretest trial 2, was setup to prevent participants from associating an answer that matched or mismatched the wording of the question with a specific box. Given that in the test trials, participants should select the full-access box when the answer matched the question (e.g., ‘...Do you see a spoon and a bowl?’ ‘I see a spoon and a bowl’), and in pretest trial 1, the correct answer was to select the limited-access box when the answer matched the question. Inversely, given that in test trials, participants should select the limited-access box when the answer mismatched the question (e.g., ‘...Do you see a spoon and a bowl?’ ‘I see a spoon’), and in pretest trial 2, the correct answer was to select the full-access box when the answer mismatched the question. Participants were excluded for failing the pretest trials (N = 1 younger 4-year-old) or not completing the task (N = 1 younger 4-year-old).

We also made a slight change in the exclusion criteria in Experiment 2. The children who incorrectly replied during the box introduction phase that the girl knew the identity of the object in the blocked compartment were now given corrective feedback (‘No, I don’t think she knows there’s a teacup there because she can’t look through that side; it’s blocked’) and were only excluded if they replied incorrectly again at the reminder trial midway through the test phase (N = 4 younger 4-year-olds). The majority of 4-year-olds (38 out of 46) understood the perspective and knowledge requirements of the box in the photograph without needing feedback.

3.2 | Coding

Again, the majority of participants (49 out of 60; 82%) had scores of either 0 or 1 in the critical Less-Informative condition, and an additional 9 (15%; combined 97%) had a score of 0.75, so coding was kept identical to Experiment 1.

3.3 | Results

Adults and both groups of 4-year-olds performed well in both the More-Informative and Less-Informative conditions (see Table 2). Fisher’s exact test comparisons did not reveal any significant differences on individual conditions between adults and older 4-year-olds (More-Informative: p = .01, Less-Informative: p = .49) or adults and younger 4-year-olds (More-Informative: p = .60, Less-Informative: p = .23). Additionally, there were no significant differences between the two subgroups of 4-year-olds per condition (More-Informative: p = .61, Less-Informative: p = .41). Further analyses (exact test of goodness of fit) revealed that the number of passers per condition
was significantly different from the expected ratio due to chance for all age groups (adults and older 4s: \( p < .001 \) for all comparisons; younger 4s: More-Informative: \( p = .002 \), Less-Informative: \( p = .041 \)). Finally, Fisher’s exact test showed that performance did not differ between the More-Informative and Less-Informative conditions for either the older \( (p = 1) \) or the younger 4-year-olds \( (p = .70) \).

### 3.4 Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated the finding of Experiment 1: 4-year-olds can incorporate speaker knowledge state into the derivation of scalar inferences. By recruiting greater numbers within this age group, we could see that even young 4-year-olds successfully use pragmatic principles to attribute statements of varying logical strength to speakers in accordance with their knowledge state. These results suggest that preschool children are able to derive scalar inferences with epistemic sensitivity both in cases where the speaker’s statement (‘I see a spoon’) is taken as negating a specific stronger alternative (‘I see a spoon and not a bowl’; Experiment 2), and in cases where the speaker’s statement is taken as conveying a ‘nothing else’ implicature (‘I see a spoon and nothing else’; Experiment 1).

Could young children be relying on other strategies to succeed in Experiments 1 and 2 instead of computing genuine scalar inferences? One possibility could be that children used a superficial mapping strategy to succeed: Given children’s strong performance in the More-Informative condition, they could have correctly reasoned about the full-access box for the More-Informative trials and then just selected the other option for the Less-Informative trials. Another possibility is that children could select the correct boxes in the Less-Informative condition on the basis of probability: There is a higher probability that the speaker who sees only one object will mention that object compared to the other speaker. We believe that these possibilities are unlikely explanations for our findings, and we return to them in the discussion of Experiment 3.

### 4 | EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiments 1 and 2, we found robust evidence that 4-year-olds are able to adapt to speaker knowledge during pragmatic inference. This raises questions about whether this ability extends to other forms of pragmatic inference. Grice (1989) proposed that pragmatic principles, including the maxim of quantity, extend to other types of cooperative communication (see also Sperber & Wilson, 1986), but relevant evidence so far in children and adults is limited (Bass, Bonawitz, & Gweon, 2017; Gweon & Asaba, 2018; Papafragou et al., 2018). In a previous study, 4-year-old children failed to incorporate speaker knowledge during scalar inference in a non-linguistic paradigm adapted from a linguistic paradigm; however, they also failed in the linguistic version (Papafragou et al., 2018). In Experiment 3, we revisit the question of whether children (and adults) adapt to speaker knowledge during pragmatic inference in non-linguistic exchanges using a simple task.

Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 1, but instead of sentences, the speaker indicated which box she had chosen by circling the objects she saw in that box from a selection of pictures. Thus, instead of verbally mentioning either two objects (‘I see a spoon and a bowl’) or one (‘I see a spoon’), she indicated what she saw by circling either two objects (a spoon and a bowl) or one (a spoon) from a display with pictures of possible objects. As in our previous experiments, if children (and adults) incorporated the perspective and knowledge state of the communicator, they should recognize that only the full-knowledge person had sufficient evidence to circle both a spoon and a bowl. Similarly, a pragmatic responder should recognize that only the limited-knowledge person was justified in circling only a spoon, as the full-knowledge person who saw both should circle both to disambiguate and be informative in accordance with pragmatic principles of communication.

#### 4.1 Methods

##### 4.1.1 Participants

Twenty-three 4-year-olds (\( M_{\text{age}} = 4;4 \), \( \text{range: 4;0–4;11} \), 15 female) and twenty-three 5-year-olds (\( M_{\text{age}} = 5;4 \), \( \text{range: 5;0–5;11} \), 12 female) contributed data. Children were recruited from Newark (DE) preschools and the Delaware Children’s Museum in Wilmington, DE. An additional group of 7 children participated but were excluded from data analyses for failing to meet inclusionary criteria (see Procedure). A control group of twenty-three adult participants (\( M_{\text{age}} = 28.7 \), \( \text{range: 20–34} \), 10 female) was also tested. Adult participants were recruited with a HIT (human intelligence task) posting on MTurk.
4.1.2 | Procedure

Experiment 3 modified the stimuli and procedure of Experiment 1 as follows. Within each trial, the original pairs of photographs were presented as in Experiment 1. As before, participants were told that they were going to play a game with the boxes where Danielle would look at both boxes and then select one; participants were told that they had to figure out which box she picked. Participants were told that the toys from the boxes would appear on the top of the screen, and Danielle would circle what she sees 'in just one of the boxes'. This was accomplished by presenting pictures of the objects in the boxes at the top of the screen placed against a white background (Figure 2). Participants heard an audio recording of Danielle saying, 'I see this', while a red circle was slowly drawn around one or both of the objects. Participants were asked, ‘Which box did she choose?’ For the More-Ininformative test trials, the girl circled both objects in succession. For the Less-Informative test trials, she circled only one (Figure 2).

The pretest trials in Experiment 3 were slightly different from Experiment 1 in order to prevent participants from associating the spatial position (left/right) of the toys on top of the screen with the spatial position of the box photographs. The photographs for pretest trial 1 were similar to Experiment 1; both boxes contained two unique objects. All four objects appeared as images in the white box above the photographs (Figure 3, panels 2 and 3). The objects in the white box for both pretest trials were arranged in a random order to prevent participants from associating the objects on the left of the white box with the photograph on the left. In pretest trial 2, one object (a cup) appeared in both boxes. Although the object appeared in both boxes, there was only one picture of a cup in the white box (to set the precedent for the test trials; see Figure 2).

With the exceptions above, Experiment 3 used the same counterbalancing, trial order, and photographs as Experiment 1. Participants were excluded for not completing the task (N = 2 4-year-olds), for saying ‘yes’ when asked whether Danielle knows the identity of the object in the blocked compartment during both box introduction and reminder trials (N = 2 4-year-olds, 1 5-year-old), or because of parental interference during the task (N = 1 4-year-old, 1 5-year-old).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. BOX EXPLANATION</th>
<th>2. PRETEST TRIAL 1</th>
<th>3. PRETEST TRIAL 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

FIGURE 3  Visual displays for the introductory phase of Experiment 3. At the end of each pretest trial, participants heard ‘I see this’ as an animation of a red circle appeared around two of the objects in the array above the photographs in succession. In pretest trial 1, the picture of the book was circled first, followed by the giraffe. In pretest trial 2, the picture of the book was circled first, followed by the cup.

4.2 | Coding

A majority of participants (47 out of 69; 68%) performed at ceiling (1) or floor (0) in the Less-Informative trials, and an additional 17 participants (25%; combined total 93%) performed near ceiling (0.75) or floor (0.25). As a result, coding was kept identical to Experiments 1 and 2.

4.3 | Results

Comparisons between age groups using Fisher’s exact test did not reveal any significant differences in the More-Informative condition (see Table 3; adults vs. 4s: p = 1, adults vs. 5s: p = .224, 4s vs. 5s: p = .489). In the Less-Informative condition, the same test revealed a significant difference in performance only between adults and 4-year-olds (p = .029); there was no significant difference between adults and 5-year-olds (p = .284) or between 4-year-olds and 5-year-olds (p = .231). Fisher’s exact test revealed a significant difference between the Less-Informative and More-Informative condition for 4-year-olds (p < .001) but not for 5-year-olds (p = .135) or adults (p = .235).

Adults performed significantly differently from the expected ratio due to chance for both conditions in analyses using exact goodness of fit (More-Informative: p < .001, Less-Informative: p < .001). However, 5-year-olds and 4-year-olds did so only in the More-Informative condition (5s: More-Informative: p < .001, Less-Informative: p = .093; 4s: More-Informative: p < .001, Less-Informative: p = 1).

Performance on each condition was compared between Experiments 1 and 3 using Fisher’s exact test (we collapsed across age groups in children for simplicity). For adults, there was no significant difference (More-Informative: p = 1, Less-Informative: p = .215). For children, performance was significantly better in Experiment 1 compared with Experiment 3 for the Less-Informative condition (p = .006) but was similar across experiments for the More-Informative condition (p = .559).
TABLE 3 Number of passers and failers in the more-informative and less-informative conditions for Experiment 3 for adults, 5-year-olds, and 4-year-olds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>More-informative</th>
<th>Less-informative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Passers</td>
<td>23***</td>
<td>21***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-year-olds</td>
<td>Passers</td>
<td>21***</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year-olds</td>
<td>Passers</td>
<td>23***</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Failers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Asterisks denote performance significantly different from the expected ratio of passers/failers due to chance.

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

4.4 | Discussion

As predicted by pragmatic theories (cf. Grice, 1989; Sperber & Wilson, 1986), adults in Experiment 3 used epistemic reasoning to compute scalar inferences from non-linguistic (pictorial) stimuli. Children, however, reliably matched a more-informative communicative act (circling two objects) to a speaker with full knowledge, but failed to reliably match a less-informative communicative act (circling one object) to a speaker with limited knowledge. Given children's earlier linguistic success, and the fact that performance on More-Informative trials (that require perspective-taking but not a scalar inference) remained unaffected from Experiment 1, we do not wish to conclude that children cannot apply Gricean epistemic reasoning to non-linguistic stimuli. It seems more likely that features of the task impacted children's performance in the Less-Informative trials in Experiment 3.

One possibility lies with children's developing understanding of symbolic representation (Allen, Bloom, & Hodgson, 2010; DeLoache, 1991, 2000; Uttal, O’Doherty, Newland, Hand, & DeLoache, 2009). Children have been shown to struggle with the idea that symbolic artifacts (such as pictures) have a dual nature: They are both physical objects in themselves as well as abstract representations of something else (DeLoache, 2000; Uttal et al., 2009). The high degree of visual interest (color and detail) in the pictorial representation of the circled objects may have impacted children's ability to overcome their physical nature and assess them as abstract representations meant to represent fully the items in the box. This difficulty may have also impacted children's ability to connect the act of circling objects to a speaker's visual access. Alternatively, given that circling may be less familiar as a communicative act, children may have been unwilling to interpret circling one object as excluding another. We are currently pursuing these topics in ongoing work.

Regardless of the specific explanation for children's behavior in Experiment 3, the selective failure of 4- and 5-year-olds in a paradigm with the same features as Experiment 1 makes alternative explanations for success in Experiments 1 and 2 unlikely. Recall that one possibility raised at the end of Experiment 2 was that children might successfully match a more-informative statement to a full-knowledge speaker and then simply select the other box in the Less-Informative condition without full pragmatic understanding. Experiment 3 shows that this strategy does not apply: Even though children quite successfully chose the full-knowledge communicator for More-Informative trials, they did not match the other type of box to the other communicator. A different possibility was that children could select the correct boxes in the Less-Informative condition on the basis of probability. In Experiment 3, even though the speaker who saw only one object had a higher probability of circling the spoon in the Less-Informative trials, children still did not reliably select that answer. We conclude that simple strategies involving contrast or probability are unlikely to explain children's success in the linguistic versions of this task.

5 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

In conversation, listeners typically assume that the speaker is providing as much relevant information as is required by the purpose of the exchange (and no more than the speaker has evidence for; Grice, 1975). Thus, when a speaker offers a less-informative statement ('Some of the animals are safe to pet'), the listener infers that the speaker is not in a position to offer a more-informative statement ('All of the animals are safe to pet')—either because the speaker does not know whether the more-informative statement is true or (in case the speaker is presumed to be knowledgeable on the topic) because the speaker knows that the more-informative statement is false. In a set of three experiments, we investigated whether 4- and 5-year-olds are able to link a more-informative statement to a full-knowledge speaker and a less-informative statement with a limited-knowledge speaker.

Our paradigm was based on a simple, clear way of establishing that someone's knowledge differs from the child's; speaker knowledge state was established through visual access and could be determined instantly by looking at a photograph instead of watching a set of videos or a scenario unfold (Barner et al., 2018; Hochstein et al., 2016; Papafragou et al., 2018). Furthermore, the present paradigm included a clear conversational goal (the identification of the box that the speaker is talking about). In both of these respects, the current study was simpler than past attempts to link the informativeness of a sentence to a speaker's mental state (Barner et al., 2018; Hochstein et al., 2016; Papafragou et al., 2018). Our results provide the first evidence that children as young as 4 can flexibly adjust to a speaker's epistemic state during the derivation of scalar implicatures (Experiments 1 and 2). Furthermore, unlike prior studies, 5-year-olds are as good as adults in consulting the speaker's epistemic state (Experiment 1). Our results lower prior estimates of when young children display sophisticated adaptations to others' epistemic states during implicature derivation.
They further suggest that children's failures in previous tasks are better explained by task-specific processing difficulties rather than insufficient development of epistemic reasoning ability. From a more general perspective, the present data offer one of the earliest demonstrations of children's success with scalar implicature (cf. also Barner et al., 2011; Stiller et al., 2015; Papafragou et al., 2018, Exp. 2, none of which included an epistemic component). Recall that this area has attracted a lot of experimental attention and is typically thought to pose challenges to 5-year-olds and sometimes even older learners (Chierchia et al., 2001; Guasti et al., 2005; Horowitz, Schneider, & Frank, 2018; Huang & Snedeker, 2009b; Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003). Our findings confirm the conclusion that the ability to compute scalar implicatures is fairly task-dependent (Barner et al., 2011; Foppolo et al., 2012; Guasti et al., 2005; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004; Pouscoulous et al., 2007; Skordos & Papafragou, 2016). Furthermore, they leave open the possibility that a version of the present paradigm could be used to uncover sensitivity to speaker knowledge during scalar implicatures in even younger children.

Viewed most broadly, our results are consistent with studies reporting that sensitivity to others' mental states appears even in infancy (Baldwin, 1991; Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010; Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasetto, 2008; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Southgate et al., 2010) and characterizes both speech production and comprehension at early ages (Baldwin, 1993a, 1993b; Carpenter et al., 1998; Clark, 1990; Matthews et al., 2006; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; O'Neill, 1996; Shatz & Gelman, 1973; Southgate et al., 2010). From a theoretical perspective, our results comport with—and offer support to—broader pragmatic theories according to which scalar implicature derivation (alongside other pragmatic phenomena) requires rich computations about the speaker's perspective and knowledge state (Carston, 1998; Geurts, 2010; Horn, 1972; Sauerland, 2004, 2012; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). Furthermore, they offer grounds for assuming continuity between the mechanisms responsible for the computations of these inferences in adults (see Bergen & Grodner, 2012; Breheny et al., 2013; cf. Fairchild & Papafragou, 2018) and young learners.

The findings and paradigm from this set of experiments provide fertile ground for a continued investigation into the pragmatic ability of young children. Notice that in the present set of studies children's scalar inference computation was highly supported by design factors such as providing relevant alternatives, selecting between two photographs in a forced-choice paradigm, etc. A promising direction for future research would involve manipulating or reducing this support to better identify which factors make the greatest contribution to children’s success.

A second direction for future work concerns the extension of pragmatic principles to non-linguistic communication. Our results show that, as predicted by Gricean and later accounts (Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1986), adults generalize pragmatic principles to other forms of purposive exchanges, for instance, by applying the maxim of quantity to pictorial symbols (Experiment 3). However, children do not immediately do the same, perhaps because of the features of our non-linguistic task. It remains to be seen whether different instances of ostensive communication could reveal children's ability to reason about what is contained versus omitted in pictures to infer what the creator of the picture wanted to convey, as predicted by pragmatic accounts.

Finally, the current paradigm could be adapted to test whether children are sensitive to calculations involving epistemic state in pragmatic domains beyond implicature. For instance, methods similar to the present ones could be extended to the domain of word learning or referential communication to adjudicate between differing accounts over whether children engage in rich, Gricean pragmatic reasoning during these processes (Clark, 1990; Diesendruck & Markson, 2001; Matthews et al., 2006; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; O'Neill, 1996) or not (Conti & Camras, 1984; de Marchena et al., 2011; Glucksberg, Krauss, & Higgins, 1975; Preissler & Carey, 2005). Ultimately, the current results and methods should be integrated within a unified account of how children use social-pragmatic reasoning to interpret a variety of linguistic expressions (and also non-linguistic communicative symbols) in accordance with broad principles of communication.
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